Automatic soft independent modeling for class analogies.
Soft independent modeling of class analogy (SIMCA) is an important method for authentication. The key parameters for SIMCA, the number of principal components and the decision threshold, determine the model's performance. In this report, a self-optimizing SIMCA that automatically determines these two parameters is devised and referred to as automatic SIMCA (aSIMCA). An efficient optimization is obtained by incorporating response surface modeling (RSM) and bootstrapped Latin partitions with the model-building dataset. A set of design points over the ranges of the two parameters are evaluated with respect to sensitivity and specificity by using the model-building data from target and non-target classes. Averages of the sensitivity and specificity are used as responses for the design points. A 2-dimensional interpolation and a bivariate cubic polynomial were used to model the response surface. As a control method, a grid search that evaluates all combinations of the two parameters over the same ranges was performed in parallel to determine the best conditions for SIMCA and the modeling performance was compared to aSIMCA with RSM. The developed aSIMCA methods were evaluated by authenticating two botanical extracts sets, i.e., marijuana and hemp, with spectral datasets collected from various spectroscopic techniques, including nuclear magnetic resonance, high-resolution mass, and ultraviolet spectrometry. Results of a paired t-test indicated that the aSIMCA with the RSM had similar performance with the one optimized by the grid search for modeling marijuana and hemp, while the RSM was more computationally efficient. The 2-dimensional interpolation is preferred because the better efficiency and the fit to the response surface is more precise.